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Dear parents and children in Algarve,

We are happy to let you know that we are opening this September 2020! 

The Hub is a growing, bilingual (Portuguese and English), learning environment for

kids aged 4-13, based in nature near Lagos in the Western Algarve. Focusing on

project based learning, we empower the next generations to access their unique

brilliance and learning potential by cultivating connection to their inner truth, and

stoking their curiosity and innate ability to learn, through our passionate, skilled and

dedicated community of educators and subject specialists.
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This year we will be open for enrollment for children between the ages 4-13. Our vision

remains to provide education for students up to the age of 18 and we will gradually

grow into those shoes!

  

In March we found the perfect location for our Learning Center. A wonderful natural

land of 16 hectares, located outside of Bensafrim, only 8 minutes drive from Lagos.

The area has a lot of wild nature and we have been transforming the space into our

education hub ready for your child/children to come and learn with us. We have also

been working hard to create our Nautiluz vegetable garden and it is beginning to

produce an amazing bounty to feed and nourish us all!
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Nautiluz
Kids Club 

We offer a place for your children to be, learn, enjoy and play from

9am-5pm, Monday-Friday. There will be plenty of opportunities

for the children to have fun in our garden, but also an indoor space

for rest, and calming activities. Each day is planned by our

educators and will present meaningful projects for all children to

develop well rounded skills and autonomy that prepare them for

the next steps in their education, whilst also allowing them space

to be curious and follow their own interests and passions.

 The pedagogical approach will be inspired by Reggio Emilia as

well as following the Lumiar Methodology & Curriculum. Our

Learning center, from the Kids Club up to the older ages, is a

bilingual learning environment in Portuguese and English. We

will serve healthy and nutritious lunches, snacks & drinks daily.

4-6 years
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September enrollment OPEN NOW !



 

We are open in September to offer project-based learning, following

the Lumiar methodology. Our project based learning schedule

follows the Portuguese Curriculum for 6-13 year olds, using the

Lumiar mosaic which allows us to work synergistically with both

projects and the curriculum. Our tutors are trained and certified

teachers and will facilitate a bilingual learning environment (English

& Portuguese).

There will be two mixed age groups: 6-9years & 10-13years, with a

maximum of 15 learners in each group. We chose the Lumiar

Methodology, because it offers a modern and progressive form of

education that matches well with our Nautiluz values.
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September enrollment OPEN NOW !
Nautiluz 

6-13 years



Our tutors, and the land itself, provide the conditions in which our

learners will get the chance to actively manage their own process,

with guidance, and this gives them the space to unfold naturally

into their passion for learning.  Every day we will be learning

through real life experiences in nature. There is more than

enough space on our beautiful land to play and be curious and

the children will be given many opportunities to move freely and

use their bodies as is natural for them. 

Recent research has shown that our brains learn in a much more

productive and logical way if we move our bodies on a daily

basis. Physical activities will be emphasized every day to facilitate

what we now know about the learning brain. To complement that,

we have cozy and inspiring indoor spaces where learning in

more focused ways will occur when we are not outside. 
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The aim of the Lumiar Methodology is to offer a modern form of education that enables

autonomy, and integrated, contextualized learning, competency development and a strong

connection to real life.  It aims to create an environment where the learners need to take

action for their own learning. The projects will be based on the children's own interests,

guided by their Tutor. We believe that when we are interested in something, learning

happens by itself! The projects will stimulate and challenge the children into thinking,

researching & creating, as well as providing plenty of opportunities for problem solving.

Through group-projects & collaborations, the children will have to practice teamwork skills,

communication & expression, both intellectual & emotional expression. There will also be

individual projects where the children get to practice working independently.

Our pedagogical foundation is
powered by Lumiar
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Tutors are responsible for planning learning cycles -

with an eye to ensuring the mastery of essential

understanding- with the children & organizing visits

from specialists in certain project areas: in the Lumiar

model, these specialists are referred to as Masters. For

example: when we are learning about foods, we might

invite a farmer, or a head chef! The children will get to

meet people who come to share their knowledge &

skills in different areas, to inspire & provide inputs into

the children's exciting learning journey. We will be so

happy to have you as parents collaborating with us &

for you to share your skills with the children!
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Sliding - Scale
payment structure:

The following costs apply for 10 months per year for each scale. We are dedicated to

making Nautiluz Education accessible for all children and affordable for all

families. Therefore the following sliding scale is based on trust and solidarity, If

however you are currently not in the position to afford the lowest scale level, we fully

understand. These are trying times full of uncertainty for us all. We are in this

together and it is our mission to create a safe & stable learning environment for your

children to thrive. 

So PLEASE talk to us to find out what other options are available for you.
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Solidarity Rate: Euro 300,-  (contributes to our costs)

Basic Rate: Euro 450,-  (pays for all salaries)

Full Cover Rate:  Euro 600,- (pays all salaries & costs)

Pay it Forward Rate**: Euro 700,- (pays all costs and supports another child)

**payable for 10months per year

** If you wish to support more children or our work further, our

community welcomes donations through paypal:

nautiluz@tutanota.com

Price per child
per month
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If you are interested in applying for Nautiluz for September 2020,

please fill in the application form on our website under the Apply

heading here: 

You can call our Family Ambassador, Paula, Monday to Friday 

from 3pm - 5pm Lisbon Time on: 

 She will get in touch with you swiftly!

With love,

Nautiluz team.
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www.nautiluz.pt

+351 965 883 364 

https://www.nautiluz.pt/

